
Adaptive Acquires Heavyside Corporation,
Broadening Capabilities in Electromagnetics
Simulation

Enhances support to customers who use CST Studio Suite software

HUDSON, OH, UNITED STATES, May 4, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Adaptive Corporation, the

leading Digital to Physical Product Lifecycle Company, has announced the acquisition of

Heavyside Corporation, specialists in electromagnetics within design-realization workflows

powered by CST Studio Suite® software. 

CST Studio Suite (CST), part of the SIMULIA brand owned by Dassault Systémes, is a high-

performance, 3D electromagnetics (EM) analysis software tool for designing, analyzing and

optimizing EM components and systems. Both Adaptive and Heavyside are partners in Dassault

Systémes reseller network;  CST allows EM simulation to be integrated into all other aspects of

product development from the earliest stages of design.

“The need for electromagnetic simulation is rapidly increasing,” says Heavyside president Jeremy

Fejfar. “It’s essential to take EM into account when designing and optimizing ‘smart products’

these days. We’re seeing EM simulation being applied across a broad range of industries, from

consumer to industrial, automotive to aerospace and defense—in the form of sensors,

antennas, filters, tablets, EVs [electric vehicles] and more.”

Fejfar’s company name gives a nod to British electrical engineer Oliver Heaviside (Americanized

with a ‘y’). “Our software is essentially a numerical solution to Maxwell’s equations, which state

the fundamentals of electricity and magnetism,” says Fejfar. “Heaviside made Maxwell’s

equations much easier for people to work with. Our present-day focus is similar to his, providing

our customers with an easy-to-use, powerful CST software tool that incorporates 3D simulation

into EM design.”  

Simulation of EM enables prediction of product behavior, Fejfar says. “If you take a device, say a

tire-pressor sensor, and install it in the real-world environment of a car, it’s very difficult to

measure how well the link between the infotainment system and that device works. But by using

CST software as you design these components, you can create a virtual prototype of that

behavior and fine-tune the connection to optimize their interaction in the real world.”

With the acquisition by Adaptive, Heavyside’s CST customers will be able to access a broader
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range of resources and capabilities. From the Adaptive side, says Wayne Tanner, Chief

Operations Officer. “The addition of Jeremy and his team will enable us to increase support for

all our customers working in the field of EM with more focused, dedicated resources.

Incorporating electromagnetics into products requires powerful, integrated digital tools—ones

that Adaptive can offer alongside CST software to help them achieve their most challenging

product-design goals.”

# # #

About Adaptive Corporation 

Adaptive Corporation is the leading Digital to Physical Product Lifecycle Company that helps

streamline business processes, reduce costs and improve efficiencies for customers who need to

bring new products to market. Adaptive’s growth is powered by working closely with its 500+

customers to overcome the challenges around product development. Our customer base

includes leading manufacturers of industrial and consumer products and the suppliers that

provide the underlying sub-systems. Adaptive’s unique Digital to Physical product portfolio

includes CAD/CAM, CAE, PLM, business analytics, metrology, and 3D printing solutions from

leading IT providers. Adaptive is a 2021 Platinum Partner with Dassault Systèmes, and

represents all aspects of their 3DEXPERIENCE platform. Using a combination of reseller offerings,

the Adaptive team crafts best-in-class solutions that help our customers shorten development

and production cycles throughout product planning, development, manufacturing, and after-

market service processes. For more information, visit www.adaptivecorp.com.

About Heavyside

Heavyside Corporation, an official partner of Dassault Systèmes, delivers maximum return on

investment in a design realization workflow powered by simulation. By leveraging our expertise

in both industry and software, customers are able to seamlessly select, adopt, and leverage

these cutting edge tools in the most efficient manner resulting in monetary savings, reduced risk,

and shorter time to market.
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